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Reveal and be revealed is all about discovery. Initially mislead by a pack of native
Draxsylvania loutish trolls, part sprite, part hand drawn, Mona becomes aware of
her vampire abilities and complications, and is also capable of using them to her
advantage. The player has to go on a trek through the mysterious Draxsylvania,
finding and solving puzzles and making the right choices in a story that is unique
to the character. Mona's vampire powers and abilities provide a unique gameplay
experience, allowing her to use them to direct the game and change the way the

story unfolds. Monsieur Bonkers Monsieur Bonkers: A Paris trip is out of the
question. Your budget is borderline broken. But what about a vacation? There's a
carnival in Venetie, you could even go home with a fortune. But it's a long way
from Paris! And then there's Madame Petunia. What will she do if you leave?

Monsieur Bonkers: A Paris trip is out of the question. Your budget is borderline
broken. But what about a vacation? There's a carnival in Venetie, you could even
go home with a fortune. But it's a long way from Paris! And then there's Madame

Petunia. What will she do if you leave? RECOMMENDED PLATFORMS v0.0.4 -
12/8/2010 [0.3.8](v0.3.8-12-12-2010) Fixed several bugs in the Macintosh version

(Windows version still needs more testing) [0.3.7](v0.3.7-12-12-2010) New
screenshot [0.3.6](v0.3.6-12-8-2010) The "Bejeweled" expert is not working
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anymore [0.3.5](v0.3.5-12-8-2010) Fixed bug with the "Bejeweled" expert
[0.3.4](v0.3.4-12-8-2010) Fixed bug when the "Bejeweled" expert was working

(was caused by a lack of certificates in the case of Windows)
[0.3.3](v0.3.3-12-8-2010) The installer has been updated. The only Windows

version is still incomplete. New features: Game save now can be

Keplerth Features Key:
User interface with opening camera and back to main screen icons

Can view 3D model from more camera view angles
Select between copying or saving downloaded 3D model file

Multiple buttons for changing camera view
3 types of texture loading:

1: Download and replace texture in 3D model
2: Download texture to the game engine
3: Replace texture in 3D model, and delete old textures
Select download path

Desktop computer, 3D model can be easily downloaded

Screenshots
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Documentation

What are the System Requirements?

Operating system: Windows XP/Vista/7
CPU: 800MHz machine with equivalent of 32MHz processor
GPU: Card with equivalent of Shader Model 2.0
Memory: 512MB of RAM (256MB is recommended)
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